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FIME Expands Services to Offer Comprehensive PCI PTS Testing 

Provider launches solution for testing payment terminal functional compliance 
and security certification testing 

 

07 May 2014 – Advanced secure chip testing and consultancy provider, FIME, has expanded its 

services to offer PCI PTS (payment card industry – PIN transaction security) testing. This new 

offering enables FIME to not only provide functional compliance for payment brand specifications, but 

also perform security evaluation for payment terminals and mobile point of sale (mPOS) solutions 

against the PCI PTS requirements set by the PCI Security Standards Council.  

 

The PCI Security Standards Council -an open global forum set up by American Express, Discover 

Financial Services, JCB International, MasterCard and Visa- is responsible for the development, 

management and promotion of the PCI security standards. PCI PTS, which is a mandatory 

requirement from all major payment brands, was implemented to raise standards of card data 

handling by ensuring point of sale terminals are highly secure and resistant to hacking. 

  

The service, in partnership with EWA-Canada, a laboratory accredited by the PCI Security Standards 

Council, will offer terminal manufacturers the security expertise required to achieve PCI PTS 

compliance. This includes source code and product design review, vulnerability analysis and 

penetration testing before products are formally approved by the PCI Security Standards Council.  

 

“The new service offers our customers a ‘one-stop shop’ for all of their terminal testing needs,” 

comments Christian Damour, FIME’s Security Business Line Manager. “This simplifies the process by 

reducing the complexity of managing various testing providers and requirements, which in turn 

speeds up product time to market.”   

 

In addition, through its partnership with EWA-Canada, FIME can deliver testing for payment devices 

against Australian Payment Clearing Association (APCA) requirements and confirm that mobile 

point-of-sale (mPOS) solutions meet the specifications outlined in the Visa Ready Program for mPOS.  

 

Christian continues: “EWA-Canada is a proven expert in security testing and maintains the same high 

standards as FIME. It was important for us to find a partner with a similar ethos to ensure that we 

consistently deliver quality results for our customers.” 
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For further media information, please contact Rob Peryer or Leanne Bayston at iseepr: 
rob@iseepr.co.uk / l.bayston@iseepr.co.uk or on + 44 (0) 1943 468007 
 

About FIME  
FIME is a trusted consultant and advanced end-to-end testing services provider within the payment, mobile 
telecom, e-ID and transit sectors. Its work ensures the successful and efficient market integration of products 
and solutions which use secure chips. Its wealth of testing knowledge and skills accelerates product time to 
market and promotes security, interoperability and confidence that products will deliver optimum performance 
once launched.  
 
FIME has extensive EMV testing expertise working with banks, technology providers and authorities to develop 
the testing frameworks for international and domestic EMV-compliant payment schemes. In more recent years 
FIME has lead testing activity that supports the validation of secure applications to facilitate the deployment of 
near-field-communication (NFC) services, and advances within the trusted execution environment (TEE) and 
trusted service manager (TSM) ecosystems.  
 
To ensure global testing expertise is delivered within a regional framework, FIME is expanding its network of 
ISO 17025 accredited laboratories and operations. It currently offers a local presence across America (Canada 
and the United States), Asia (India, Japan, South Korea and Taiwan), Europe (France), and the Middle East 
(Dubai).  
  
FIME partners with leading payment schemes and industry bodies to provide certifications and enhance the 
secure-chip ecosystem: American Express, Calypso Networks Association, Discover, eftpos, EMVCo, EMV 
Migration Forum, First Data, Global Certification Forum (GCF), GlobalPlatform, GSMA, Interac, Isis, JCB, 
MasterCard, Network for Electronic Transfers (NETS), NFC Forum, National Payments Corporation of India 
(NPCI), National Standard for Chip Card Specification (NSICC), OSCar Consortium and Visa. 
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